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Enter the world of multimedia with innovative software products from Software Dynamics, 
now running under Windows 95! 

Whether you want to
- create multimedia presentations 
- or create your own video productions 
- view your favorite Photo CD images

you'll find the software to suit your needs. A complete range of complementary software is
available to make working with video, graphics, sound and animation a true multimedia 
experience!

All software products from Software Dynamics are extremely intuitive, easy to use and 
fast to learn. Multiple language versions are provided on one CD for your convenience.

More detailed information about each software product is given below.

MediaMaestro
- Multimedia Presentation Software -

Software Dynamics announces their multimedia presentation software MediaMaestro, 
version 2.0.

With MediaMaestro you can create full-featured interactive multimedia presentations for 
personal, business and home office use. Make impressive presentations containing 
video, animation, images, text, sound and music.

MediaMaestro is intuitive and easy to use. The 'drag and drop' interface lets you put 
stunning presentations together in just minutes. Interactive presentations can be created 
for use in point of sale, training etc.

Standard business presentations can be made more interesting by adding video 
sequences and still images along with text, sounds and music. Video formats supported 
include AVI, FLI/FLC, MPG* and DAT* (Video CD) *(requires an MPEG playback board). 
Image formats supported are BMP, TIFF, PCX, GIF, JPEG and Photo CD. Sound and 
music files in WAV, MIDI and CD Audio format can be added to presentations.

A flexible text function, screen underlays, transition effects, pre-defined templates and 
backgrounds, ready-made sample presentations as well as a complete media clip library 
are included in MediaMaestro.

The software can be installed in 4 languages - English, German, French and Spanish. A 
license-free run-time version of MediaMaestro is provided for distribution with 
presentations.

VideoMaestro
- Powerful tools for creating and editing digital video -

VideoMaestro is a collection of powerful tools for capturing, creating and editing digitial
video. Tools such as a video capture program, a video editor, a logo generator, a morph
program and a media manager are included. 



The software is extremely easy to use and can be installed in either English, German,
French or Spanish. 

The following applications are included in VideoMaestro:

Video Capture
Video Editor
Video Logo Generator
Video Morph
Video Screen Saver
Media File Finder

Video Capture
The Video Capture program lets you capture and digitize video from a variety of video 
sources, such as a video recorder, onto your hard disk. All video capture boards which 
are delivered with a Video for Windows capture driver are supported (such as boards 
from Creative Labs, Aztech, Miro, FAST, SPEA etc.). 

The resulting AVI video file can then be played back in any applications supporting the 
AVI format (i.e. MediaMaestro) or edited using the Video Editor software.

The software is extremely user-friendly and intuitive. Setup options such as the video 
size, color depth, compression rate, frames per second etc. can be made in one dialog 
box. Click on the Start button to start recording and the file will be stored on your hard 
disk in the AVI file format. A preview function is also provided for playback of the recorded
video.

Video Editor
With the Video Editor you can edit, splice, add sound or titles to video files. New videos 
can be created using existing video, animation, image and sound files. Spectacular 
videos can be created for desktop presentations (e.g. MediaMaestro) and home video 
productions.

The easy-to-use 'drag and drop' interface lets you put your video together in the 
Construction Window in just minutes. On the File Selector window you can preview all 
supported file types on a thumbnail view before dragging and dropping selected files onto
the Construction Window.

The files are then organized on a time line to accurately define the sequence of events in 
the resulting video. Existing video files (AVI, FLI/FLC) can be edited to cut out unwanted 
frames; sound (WAV) files can be edited to adjust their duration and more than one sound
file can be played at once during the video, thus 'mixing' the audio track (i.e. useful for 
playing music in the background with spoken commentary overlayed).

Image files can be inserted inbetween video sequences or two video sequences can be 
'spliced' together to create a new video file. Transition effects can be used between the 
two video sequences to provide a smooth change-over from one video to the other.

An extensive Text function is provided for titling video clips. The font, size and color of the 
text can be selected and then the text block can be placed anywhere on the screen. The 
ability to create multiple text blocks allows for creative titling.

Flexible options are provided for previewing the newly created video sequence and for 
storing the final version in AVI format. The size of the video, color depth (256 or full color),
compression and number of frames per second can be defined for the final AVI output file.

Multi MediaMaestro
- the affordable entry into the Multimedia world - 

Multi MediaMaestro is the complete solution for all multimedia enthusiasts:



10 multimedia applications on one CD! Whether you want to create multimedia presentations or 
create and edit digital video, Multi MediaMaestro has the application for you.

The following software is included in Multi MediaMaestro:
MediaMaestro 2.0
Run-time Player (lizenzfrei)
Video Capture
Video Editor
Video Logo Generator
Video Morph
Video Jukebox
Video Puzzle
Video Screen Saver
Video Wallpaper
Media File Finder

Professional Photo CD Collection
- The perfect combination of high quality photographs and great software tools -

The Professional Photo CD Collection contains 100 professional royalty and license-
free photographs in Kodak's Photo CD format from the well known German photographer 
Jochen Kallhardt. 4 themes are available - Flowers, Farm Life and Animals, Four 
Seasons and Structures and Backgrounds. 

Also on the CD is the Personal Photo CD Software Collection including 6 great Photo 
CD applications which can be installed in 6 languages. You'll be amazed at what you can 
do with your Photo CD!

The following software is included on each CD:

Personal Photo Viewer
With the Personal Photo Viewer you can view, crop, export, print and create slide shows 
with Photo CD images. Load photos from the easy to use contact sheet in 5 Photo CD 
resolutions or export directly to Windows compatible file formats such as TIF, BMP, PCX 
and JPG (compressed). Use the integrated automatic slide show feature for a quick 
overview of your Photo CD.

Personal Photo Show
With the Personal Photo Show you can create multimedia slide shows incorporating 
Photo CD images, sound and text. The contact sheet provides a thumbnail view of 
images on the Photo CD for easy selection - just click on one to add it to the play list. Add
a sound (WAV) or music (MIDI) file to accompany your photos or record your own 
commentary using one of the standard Windows tools available to personalize your Photo
CD slide show. 

Personal Photo Manager
The Personal Photo Manager is the ideal tool for organising and administering a Photo 
CD collection.

Photos stored on a Photo CD are automatically loaded into a database file and can be 
catalogued under a number of keywords. Flexible search options are available to locate a
photo or a selection of photos in the database. All photos, or selected photos can be 
viewed as thumbnails on the contact sheet. Once the desired photo is selected, it can be 
transferred to the Pesonal Photo Viewer for viewing and exporting.

Personal Screen Saver 
The Personal Screen Saver lets you display images from your Photo CD when the 
computer is not in use. Flexible options for setting up the screen saver such as size, 
image type, fade in, duration and password protection are provided.

Personal Photo Puzzle



The Personal Photo Puzzle lets you turn Photo CD images into desktop jigsaw puzzles. 
Load your favorite photo, select the number of puzzle pieces and the degree of difficulty 
or turn on the Hint option to help you solve the puzzle.

Personal Wallpaper Flipper 
The Personal Wallpaper Flipper lets you create your own personal Windows wallpaper 
from Photo CD images. Photo CD images can be saved in the Windows BMP format and 
previewed for inclusion in the wallpaper list. And if you want to change the wallpaper 
while working in Windows, just double-click the Autoflip icon to flip through the selected 
wallpaper collection.

Ordering Information

To place your order for any of the above products, fill out the order form 'Order.wri' and 
send it to us today!


